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Abstract. Hypervideo offers enhanced video-centric experiences. Usually defined from a hypermedia perspective, the lack of a dedicated specification hampers hypervideo domain and concepts from being broadly investigated. This article proposes a specialized hypervideo model that addresses hypervideo specificities. Following the principles of component-based modeling and annotation-driven content abstracting, the Component-based Hypervideo Model (CHM) that we propose is a high level representation of hypervideos that intends to provide a general and dedicated hypervideo data model. Considered as a video-centric interactive document, the CHM hypervideo presentation and interaction features are expressed through a high level operational specification. Our annotation-driven approach promotes a clear separation of data from video content and document visualizations. The model serves as a basis for a Web-oriented implementation that provides a declarative syntax and accompanying tools for hypervideo document design in a Web standards-compliant manner.
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1 Introduction

Video-based information becomes today an invasive social phenomenon that involves a wide and growing range of digital consumers. Hypervideo is an attractive technology that aims to bring new interaction modalities to video-centric hypermedia documents. Currently, several definitions of hypervideo exist, depending on the considered point of view. While some works emphasize the hypermedia aspect of adding information to digital video so that users can activate video hyperlinks and access the added rich content, other authors highlight the storytelling aspects of dynamically creating non-linear and user-defined navigation paths into the document. In this work, we define hypervideo as being an interactive video-centric hypermedia document that includes an audiovisual content - a set of video objects - augmented with several kinds of data in a time synchronized way; the added content supplements the audiovisual part around which the
presentation is organized in space and time. The integration of content-enriched video offers additional interaction and navigation alternatives and additional information levels.

While initial hypervideo concepts can be traced back to the late of nineties [11], the availability of appropriate hardware and software has prevented this kind of documents from being broadly investigated. The need for theoretical foundations for hypervideos motivates the present work. The proposed component-based approach is a means to conceptualize annotation-driven hypervideos structure and behavior. High level components are provided to emphasize the presentation and interaction features while lower level ones allow more complex component building.

2 History and related work

Following Ted Nelson’s hypermedia model extension to include “branching movies” or “hyperfilms” many researchers addressed the field of interactive video. The Aspen Movie Map Project or HyperCafe [11] added interactivity and branching to videos, using specialized software. Basic forms of web-based hypervideos can be achieved for instance through Youtube annotations, but many projects like VideoClix and Popcorn.js experiment with other approaches.

2.1 Hypervideo Modeling

Hypervideo as General Hypermedia/Multimedia Models and systems for continuous media integration in hypermedia were discussed since the Amsterdam Hypermedia Model (AHM) [7] proposal, providing mechanisms for structuring, linking and synchronizing dynamic multimedia content. Other efforts like NCM (Nested Context Model [10]) also aimed at introducing synchronization in hypermedia.

AHM inspired the definition of SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language) which is an ideal candidate for developing general purpose hypervideos. However, hypervideo support has not received much attention [12]. Moreover, SMIL is a huge standard and the specification itself contains no formal model definition [8]. Its concepts are all-purpose and do not precisely describe the hypervideo specific features, even though some proposals [10] have been made to address this issue.

Hypervideo as Annotation-based Multimedia Video not being intrinsically structured, annotations are needed to add semantic description and content enrichment. They provide the foundation for enriched experience of video content, for instance by breaking the linearity of video [9] or enriching it [11]. We consider here an annotation as a piece of data associated to a spatio-temporal fragment of a video [11].

3 http://www.videoclix.tv/
4 http://popcornjs.org/
VideoAnnEx and MediaDiver allow to annotate videos and generate video centric presentations. Hyper-Hitchcock and Advene allow viewers to not only interact with annotated videos but also to create their own annotations and to share them.

The Need for Dedicated Models Informal models are generally used by existing systems to describe hypervideos. However, the implied representations are mainly technically driven and do not proceed from the definition of hypervideo data models besides the conventional hypermedia/multimedia ones. For instance, hypervideo raises many important rhetorical and aesthetic issues and stresses common hypermedia authoring and reading concerns that risk to overstrain the cognitive capacities of the user and put him under time pressure during navigation, provoking a user disorientation. Moreover, hypermedia modeling of such documents results in an inefficiency and a weakness in expressing the logical hypervideo patterns since the underlying concepts are too general to grasp and characterize hypervideo details. Consequently, hypervideo specificities need a dedicated document model able to consider these issues.

3 The CHM proposal

3.1 General Overview

The proposed Component-based Hypervideo Model (CHM) is based on the presentation of annotations through nested low- or high-level components. Figure 1 presents a general overview of the model. A hypervideo is formed by a set of low and high level components, building blocks that represent the formal information and composition units. A hypervideo references at least one main audiovisual document accessed through the TimedMedia element that addresses

at least a temporalized stream, audio or video. A **TimedMedia** played through a player component conveys a timing reference to the document, expressed by the **TimeLine Reference** (TLR) that synchronizes the rendering **TLComponents** related to the played TimedMedia element. Many players (therefore, many TLRs) may be present within the same document, defining different hypervideo sub-documents.

The CHM **annotation** concept expresses the association of any data or resource to a video fragment for enrichment, linking or visualization purposes. An annotation is defined as any information associated to a spatio-temporal video **fragment**. The annotation data may be generated by third party software such as Advene [1] or IBM’s VideoAnnEx annotation tool.

**Fig. 2. CHM Plain Components**

**CHM Plain Components** Figure 2 presents the basic data components that form a hypervideo. Specific synchronized **display components** offer interactive interfaces for rendering temporalized data, provided as annotations through **AnnotationReader** components.

Document content viewers such as **TextViewer**, **RichTextViewer** and **ImageViewer** allow the display of textual and graphic content, such as a synchronized **Wikipedia** content. The **TimelineRefControlGUI** element defines a graphic user interface for controlling and interacting with TLRs.

**CHM High Level Components** For hypervideo document design, we propose an extensible set of high level components shown in figure 3 built upon the plain ones. The **History component** presents a visual representation of the visited nodes, to alleviate user disorientation. The **Document maps and ToCs** (tables of contents) display structuring annotations through interactive graphical
or hierarchical layouts. The **Timeline** component is a graphical interactive representation of annotations through hypervideo time. It displays elements along a timed axis on different tracks.

**CHM Spatial Model** Derived from the SMIL spatial model, the CHM spatial model is intended to accommodate the implementation platform specificities. **VisualComponents** are placed within **SpatialRegions**, whose global placement is defined in the root **Layout** element.

**CHM Temporal Model** The document temporal specification is achieved through a timeline-based model. The explicit time scale of document components is defined by a **Timeline Reference** (TLR), a virtual time reference attached to a video playback component or to the global document. Time-based components are activated/deactivated when reaching specific timecodes provided or computed by reference to the TLR. The access and control of a TLR is performed through its “state”, “position” and “duration” attributes. Any update of the TLR position or state affects all the related components playback.

**CHM Event-based Model** In addition to standard hypermedia links, CHM hypervideo links can be defined in space and time and are unidirectional. There is no separate link-like in AHM - within the model; SMIL and HTML also do not use separate link components.

Fig. 3. CHM High Level Components

Fig. 4. Hypervideo events and actions
Differently from AHM, CHM does not rely only on a link-based model. The dynamic behavior of a CHM hypervideo is represented by an event-based mechanism, expressed by the Event and Action elements shown in figure 4. Many actions can be associated to an event, among which: (1) the OpenURL action allows the display of a target URL, (2) the ModifyLayout action allows to modify the content and placement of elements, (3) the UpdateTimelineRef action specifies a state or position change of the timeline reference and (4) the ExecuteScript action allows the execution of a user specified set of operations.

3.2 Example

The proposed model is intended to both conceptually analyze common hypervideo documents, and help the design of new ones. We present here a CHM hypervideo document, represented in figure 5 - annotated using Advene and designed through our model implementation, to give deep insight into the Nosferatu movie. The hypervideo demonstrates some high level components such as data readers, enrichment content viewers, video players, hotspots, timelines, maps and tables of contents. Figure 6 is the abstract representation of the most important components. The example is simplified by defining one spatial region and a unique timeline reference, both not represented in the figure. Each class instance is provided with a set of attributes and we present in the figure only the filter used to query the data readers.

---

**Fig. 5. Nosferatu Hypervideo Example**

---

4 Architecture Implementation

4.1 Rationale

Different programming languages and for various architectures can be used to implement CHM. In order to demonstrate some practical uses of the model, we have developed a publicly accessible Web-based prototype. It relies on a declarative syntax and the development of a set of JavaScript libraries for the model implementation in a Web-standards compliant manner. For rendering the audiovisual content, we make use of the latest HTML5 standard proposal that introduces native browser support for video. The CHM spatial model is supported by the HTML layout model via cascading stylesheets. As there is still no established standard way to add temporal behavior to Web documents, we have used a javascript implementation of SMIL Timesheets [2].

4.2 Web-based Hypervideo Syntax

Based on CHM, a syntax for authoring hypervideos is proposed as an extension above the HTML language. Since HTML does not fully support namespace declarations, we chose to use CHM namespaced attributes associated to standard HTML elements. A javascript-based transformation interprets these attributes and dynamically generates standard HTML5 code. Complex hypervideos can therefore be authored as standard Web documents, styled with CSS, and controlled by scripts. Common Web content is written in standard HTML while hypervideo components are expressed through the CHM attribute-based syntax.
Interested readers can see the code that generates the hypervideo example of figure 5 written in the proposed syntax, by looking at the source of the document.

4.3 Current State of the Implementation

A first version of the proposed language and tools has been developed, and further developments are underway. We aim to enhance the language support by providing the language DOM API rather than libraries that perform content transformation. The authoring process may be eased by a graphic user interface (GUI), planned in future development stages. We also want to rely on cognitive theories to propose more meaningful components. The interaction possibilities can be enriched by more advanced features like offering additional mechanisms to end-users.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the Component-based Hypervideo Model (CHM), an annotation-based hypervideo document abstraction with a focus on a high level architectural representation. It tries to provide a hypervideo model, building upon conventional hypermedia models. A component-based approach is proposed to apprehend hypervideos and to define their behaviors. The model components allow to use explicit elements to analyse or design hypervideos, providing a high level framework while still offering lower level tools for hypervideo authoring. The model promotes a clear separation of data from the video content, through the notion of annotations. A declarative syntax for defining Web-based hypervideo documents has been proposed and a first implementation has allowed us to validate the principles. We are working on extending and refining it.
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